
Wren  Feathers 
Shoe School 201:  At Last!  

(Making Lasted Shoes) 
As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this 
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d 
appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me! 
Quarter inch seams allowed unless otherwise specified. 

 
 
Ok, it’s time for the most difficult type of shoemaking there is…turned-in, lasted shoes.  You may have seen doll 
shoemaking tutorials in the past, especially for antique dolls that show you how to do this by forming the shoe right on 
the doll’s foot, and been disappointed with the non-professional-looking results.  This was most likely due to you 
wanting a normal-looking shoe with a rounded toe, and getting instead a flattened-out toe.  Sasha is the perfect 
candidate for this type of shoe because of the rounded shape of her foot.  If you have a doll with any other shaped foot 
(AG, KnC, H4H, etc.) you will need to make something called a “last” or risk ending up with an odd-shaped shoe!   
 
 
Note that I’ve put extra info in orange throughout the instructions in case you’re curious about the making of people 
shoes and how it differs.  There’s  a really great video showing this type of construction on men’s dress shoes here:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kof-qlFfw6k 
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To make the lasts you’ll need: 
• a well-fitting pair of shoes, preferably a very open-on-top style like ballet flats  

• light-colored polymer clay (dark colors can stain your hands and your shoes) 

• plastic wrap 

• masking tape 
 

1.  Knead the clay until it is very soft and pliable 
2. Wrap in plastic wrap and press into the shoe making sure to do a good job at the toe 
3. Leave enough clay at the top to be a handle to pull it out later 
4. Put the clay-filled shoe in the fridge or freezer until the clay becomes very firm again (15 mins or so) 
5. GENTLY wiggle the last out of the shoe, remove plastic wrap and smooth any bumps or rough spots 
6. Bake clay according to package directions 

 
Completed last and Maplelea shoe that served as its mold 

 
  



Making your pattern 

 
Wrap your last in masking tape on the TOP ONLY.  No tape should be on the sole!  Overlap enough that the tape will 
stick to itself and stay together when you take it off.  Use a sharpie or something that won’t smear to draw lines where 
you want the shoe upper to fall. 
 

 
Cut a slit at the center back and begin carefully removing the tape 

 
Cut away the center part on your lines.  It’s likely that the top is rounded now.  Cut enough slits (marked with arrows) to 
be able to stick your tape pattern perfectly flat on a piece of paper. 



 
 

If your L and R sides are very different, make sure to mark that!  Add ¼” seam allowance everywhere it will be needed.  
Mine was all the way around so I could make a fabric shoe, but if yours is going to be an unlined version made from a 
non-fray fabric like felt, you won’t need an allowance at the top edge.  Trace around the bottom edge of the last to 

make the sole pattern. 
  



Making the Shoes 

 
Sew main to lining, clip, turn.  If you topstitch now it will be easier, but your back edge will be ragged as shown in the left 
shoe in the photo at right.  The other option is to sew the back seam as in the right shoe, which makes for a neater 
inside but makes topstitching very difficult. 

 
Cut two soles out of craft foam.  Trim about 1/8” from your sole pattern and cut two soles of cardboard and two of 
lining fabric.  My favorite is the cardboard that comes wrapped in fat quarters, but you can use something with one 
shiny side like a cereal box if necessary.  Make sure to glue the fabric to the SHINY side if doing that, because you’ll get a 
better bond at the bottom gluing to plain cardboard.  Pic at R shows finished fabric+cardbeard soles atop foam soles.   
Let dry before moving on! 
  



 
Ok, NOW you’re turning into a “real” shoemaker.  Arrange the upper so it drapes nicely on the top of the last and secure 
with masking tape.  Use more masking tape to attach fabric side of insoles to bottoms of lasts.  At people scale insoles 
would get nailed onto the last and something called a “toe puff” would be formed over the toe to maintain the rounded 
shape.  If you’re using very lightweight fabric, you could add a little buckram or interfacing at the toe to give it body, but 
this might make the toe gluing more difficult. 
 

 
Put glue along the straight edges and use needle and thread as shown to pull the upper tight and secure these edges 
onto the glue.  Pull tightly to make this part nice and flat.  It’s best if you have time to let this part dry a bit first before 
proceeding.  At people scale you’d be nailing instead of sewing and likely be using something called contact cement 
which forms an instant bond as soon as you hammer it together so you wouldn’t have to wait, but contact cement is 
pretty toxic so I prefer tacky glue for doll shoes.    



 
This is the trickiest part of making lasted shoes – shaping over the toe and heel.  At people scale you need something 
called lasting pliers to help wrestle this part of the upper into place.  Smooth the upper into place NO GLUE YET and 
note where there are puckers and bumps.  Mark those, either by creasing with your hands or with chalk and cut out little 
v-shaped notches to eliminate as many bumps as you can.  Also cut a few slits in the non-notched areas.  NOW you can 
put a line of glue at the toe and smooth the upper into place.  After the glue has a chance to set a while but before it’s 
completely hard, use scissors to trim off any more bumps and puckers that may still be present at the toe.  At people 
scale you would now skive and sand this flat.   
 

 
 
At human scale, the center part gets filled in with an extra piece of leather or a gummy paste of cork or rubber to help 
make the bottom perfectly flat before applying the soles.  The soles would then be affixed with a toxic contact cement 
which is activated by pressure from a hammer, which helps achieve really good adhesion between upper and sole and 
prevent any gaps.  At doll scale, you’re using tacky glue and no filler, so after you apply glue and press on the sole you’re 
likely to have some gaps.  Use masking tape as a sort of clamp to help the sole adhere to the bottom and prevent gaps.  



 

The finished shoes…but if you don’t love them yet, read on! 

 

If you still have gaps at the edge, rest assured that decorative edging is on many human shoes for that very reason.  
Cover your gap with ribbon or trim, or for a less noticeable join, cut a narrow strip of bias from your main fabric and glue 
around the outer edge.  Start and end your trim at the instep where it’s least noticeable.  

  



 
I’ve only made a lasted version, but  the seam allowances added here should enable you to sew a version of this shoe for 
your Maplelea.  If you are making lasts, I STRONGLY recommend you make your own shoe pattern, since your last will be 
different from mine and this one might not fit it properly! 
 
 
There are more shoe tutorials here: 
https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/2014/05/23/shoe-school-104-chukka-boots-and-outies/ 
https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/2014/05/16/shoe-school-103-mary-janes/ 
https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/2014/05/09/shoe-school-102-espadrilles-and-toms/ 
https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/2014/05/01/shoe-school-101/ 
 
Foot size comparison of some popular dolls 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/15ssy4z40297jin/foot%20size%20comparison.pdf 
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